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OPEN LETTER TO DIRECTOR GENERAL FOR 
TRANSLATION 

 
CALL FOR SOLUTIONS TO UNSUSTAINABLE WORKING 

CONDITIONS  
Where are we 5 years on from the 2016-2020 strategic plan 

for DGT? 

 
Dear Mr. Martikonis, 

 
TAO-AFI, the Association of independent officials of the European Commission, 
has been closely monitoring developments in the work situation of colleagues at 
DGT since the implementation of the 2016-2020 strategic plan, and particularly 
since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
Many colleagues have contacted us for assistance in light of deteriorating working 
conditions that risk compromising the high quality of their work. Poor translations 
would have a negative impact on the Commission’s commitment to 
communicating and connecting with Europe’s citizens. 

 

A number of factors risk compromising the quality, legal certainty and 
multilingual concordance of translated texts. 
 
WORKLOAD AND OUTSOURCING 
 
Staff cuts undertaken at DGT have gone beyond the 5% imposed by the last staff 
reform. Indeed, staff at DGT has been reduced by around 10 % in the period 
2014-2020.  

 

This percentage is much higher than the reduction foreseen at the Commission 
level and bears no correlation with the increasing demand for translation. Indeed, 
the workload in most departments, including procedural language departments, 
has been completely disproportionate in relation to staff numbers for some time 
now. The cuts have resulted in severe staff shortages during a global pandemic 



when new recruitment has been all but impossible. Translators have had to work 
on projects of the utmost importance in suboptimal conditions: COVID-19, Brexit, 
the large Digital Finance package, the European Semester, and the Migration and 
Rule of Law packages, to name but a few. The fact that even freelance contractors 
have been unable to absorb the excessive workload has truly set alarm bells 
ringing. We believe that a situation where deadlines are so tight that colleagues 
do not even have time to revise their own translations, let alone freelanced texts, 
poses a danger to the reputation and credibility of both DGT and the European 
Commission. Just as there is a daily limit to how many pages a translator can 
produce, so there is a limit to the number of pages they can revise. Page counts 
cannot be increased ad infinitum without ensuing burnouts and without the ‘fit-
for-purpose’ principle being jeopardized. 
 
RECRUITMENT 
 
At the root of this unsustainable situation, is the stagnation in recruitment at 
DGT. The recent publication on 7 January 2021 of a call for expression of interest 
for TA of a few languages: Danish, German, Swedish and Finnish translators is an 
implicit recognition of the existence and seriousness of staff shortages at DGT. 
Despite this, there is still no certainty as to when selected candidates will be 
recruited. In addition, there appears to be no translators’ competition in sight to 
give TAs and CAs currently in employment at DGT the chance to be recruited as 
permanent officials. DGT staff have shown remarkable flexibility over the years. 
However, there is now the conviction that the translation service itself is at risk. 
 
DUTY PHONE 
 
The stand-by duty scheme is another pressing issue, particularly in the light of the 
increased demand for urgent translations. The contradiction between the 
obligation the DGT has to provide this service under the staff regulations and 
voluntary staff participation in the scheme needs to be addressed. Translators’ 
understanding of the requirements of stand-by duty is not uniform across DGT 
meaning that translators work outside working hours even when a translation 
turns out not to be urgent. This has often been the case during the COVID crisis. 
Furthermore, the scheme’s voluntary nature means that the same colleagues 
tend to volunteer repeatedly while others never do. This is all the more unfair 
when one considers that translators who voluntarily register for duty phone 
stand-by do not get any compensation if they do not actually work, contrary to 
the practice in other Commission services (“astreintes”).  
 
AWARENESS OF DGT SERVICES 
 
There is a rising degree of discontent, including among middle managers, over the 
lack of awareness of the Commission’s translation service among other DGs. 
Requesters often have unrealistic expectations about translation volumes and 



timeframes particularly in view of DGT’s scarce resources in terms of staff. 
 

E-translate 
 

The online machine translation service developed by DGT and DG CNECT is one of 
a number of very useful tools at the disposal of translators. It complements rather 
than replaces their work and is not a tool that works well for all. Indeed, it can 
slow translators’ work down. 
 
We, the signatories of this letter, ask you to take the following steps to improve 
working conditions at DGT: 
 

 Seek clarity on precisely when the current call for expression of interest 
for translators (TAs) will be finalized and extend this call to other 
language departments. 
 

 Push for CAs of all grades to be eligible for internal competitions. 
 

 Implement stricter demand management ensuring more flexible 
deadlines and volumes that are manageable within standard working 
hours. 

 

 Review the stand-by duty recuperation and compensation rules and 
provide a better definition of what is an urgent, unforeseen and 
extremely important translation; communicate effectively on the 
scheme in order to ensure best practice and fair working conditions. 

 

 Adopt a communications campaign to promote DGT’s services in a clear 
and engaging way, e.g. through office swaps with staff from other DGs, 
visits by DGT ambassador translators to other DGs to share information 
on their respective workflows, etc. 

 

 Communicate clearly to client DGs the place of e-Translation in the 
work performed by translators and among the various services offered 
by DGT. 

 
We ask you to consider all these points and to review the effectiveness of the 
measures taken since the introduction of the strategic plan for DGT.  
 
TAO-AFI is, as always, willing to offer constructive input to help move the 
discussion on the above issues forward. 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 



     

Executive Committee 

 

Cc :  

Ms Gertrud Ingestad, Director General DG HR 

DGT staff 

          TAO-AFI executive committee 

 

Link to previous articles: 

- OPEN LETTER TO MR. MARTIKONIS, DIRECTOR DG DGT (November 2016) 

- FOLLOW-UP WORK SITUATION AT DGT BY TAO-AFI (April 2017) 

 

 

 
 

Your TAO-AFI team:   

Raúl Trujillo Herrera, Rosario de Simone, Marco de Stefano, 

Juan Luis Barbolla Casas, José Bellod, Gillian More, Cristina Perret 
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